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Given a module E and a map M -t N of modules, all over a commutative ring R, it is shown 
that if Hom(N,E) + Hom(M,E) is injective then so is Hom(l\” N,E) + Hom(l\” ME). This is 
used to establish a criterion for the vanishing of Hom(M, E) when A4 is finitely generated. This, 
in turn, becomes the case n = 0 of the more general result 
Ext’(M,E)=O, isn H Ext’(R/AnnM,E)=O, i%n. 
The results obtained each have a ‘dual’ with Horn replaced by 0. A dual in this sense is also 
established for the Buchsbaum-Eisenbud criterion for the exactness of a complex. Rings are not 
required to be Noetherian. 
Introduction 
If I$ : M+ N is a homomorphism of modules over a commutative ring R, and E 
is an R-module such that Hom(@, E) : Hom(N, E) + Hom(M, E) is injective, then the 
map 
Hom(l\” @, E) : Hom(l\” N, E) -+ Hom(l\” A4, E) 
is injective for every n 2 0. 
This result in multilinear algebra, though elementary in character, is apparently 
new. We begin this paper with its proof. We note that it yields a well-known theorem 
of McCoy as a special case and use it to prove a simple criterion for the vanishing 
of Horn@& E) when A4 and E are R-modules, with A4 finitely generated. Using in- 
duction and a spectral sequence argument, we extend this to show that for any n 2 0, 
Ext’(M, E) = 0 for all is n Ed Ext’(R/AnnM, E) =0 for all icn, 
which generalizes a result of Rees. 
Each of the results we prove has a dual, got by replacing Horn by 0. These are 
also true, and we will indicate how they can be obtained as corollaries of the earlier 
results by use of the functor Hom,(-,Q/Z). 
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We conclude by establishing a dual - in the same sense as the preceding - to 
the theorem of Buchsbaum and Eisenbud concerning the exactness of a complex. 
In what follows R denotes a commutative ring. It need not be Noetherian. 
1. A proposition in multilinear algebra 
1.1. Proposition. Suppose @ : M-+ N is a homomorphism of R-modules and E is an 
R-module such that the map Hom(@, E) : Hom(N, E) + Hom(M, E) is injective. Then 
Hom(l\” @, E) : Hom(l\” N, E) --t Hom(/\” M, E) 
is injective for every nr0. 
Proof. The map in question is the top arrow of the commutative diagram 
Hom(l\” N, E) - Hom(l\” A4, E) 
I I 
Hom(@“N,E)- Hom(@“M,E). 
Since the vertical arrows are injections, it is enough to establish the injectivity of 
the bottom arrow. Suppose I//: K -+ L is a second map such that 
Hom( v, E) : Hom(L, E) --f Hom(K, E) 
is injective. We will be done by induction if we can show that 
Hom(@ 0 IJ, E) : Hom(N@ L, E) -+ Hom(M@ K, E) 
is also injective. From the identity @I @ w = (lN @ t,~) 0(@ @ lK) it follows that we 
may assume I,U is the identity map on K. Thus we are reduced to showing that 
Hom(@ @ l,, E) : Hom(N @ K, E) --, Hom(A4 0 K, E) 
is injective. This map is the top arrow of the commutative diagram 
Hom(N@ K, E) ’ Hom(M@ K, E) 
Hom(K, Hom(N, E)) ___f Hom(K, Hom(M, E)), 
in which the vertical arrows are the natural isomorphisms. But it follows immediately 
from our hypothesis that the bottom arrow is injective, and so the proof is com- 
pleted. 0 
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We note in passing that this proposition remains true, with essentially the same 
proof, if exterior powers are replaced by tensor or symmetric powers. 
Taking M= R” and N= R” gives the ‘only if’ part of the following result: 
1.2. Corollary (McCoy’s Theorem). If A is an n x m matrix over R and E is an 
R-module, then the R-linear map E” + E m induced by A is injective if and only if 
0 :E I= 0, where I is the ideal generated by the n x n minors of A. 
Here we use the notation 0 :,I to denote the submodule {es E 1 Ie = O> of E. 
This submodule is, of course, naturally isomorphic to Hom(R/I,E). 
For the ‘if’ direction of 1.2 one multiplies by the adjoints of the n x n submatrices 
of A, as in the familiar proof of Cramer’s rule. 
2. When is Hom(M, E) = O? 
The proposition of the last section allows us to answer this question when M is 
finitely generated. 
2.1. Theorem. If M and E are R-modules, with M finitely generated, then 
Hom(M,E)=O u O:EAnnM=O. 
Proof. The ‘ * ’ direction is clear. (One does not need M finite or even R commuta- 
tive for this.) Suppose now that Hom(M, E) = 0. Let 
KLR”‘-M-O 
be a presentation of M. Then by the left exactness of Hom(-,E) we see that 
Hom(@, E) : Hom(R*, E) + Hom(K, E) 
is injective. By 1 .l we can conclude that 
Hom(Am $I, E) : Hom(Am R”, E) + Hom(l\“’ K, E) 
is also injective. The cokernel of the map 
/\m4~/\m~-*l\ffl~m 
has the form R/I, and from what we have just seen it follows that Hom(R/I, E) = 0, 
which is to say 0 :E I= 0. But it is easy to see that ZC Ann M. (In fact, Z is nothing 
but the initial Fitting ideal of M.) We conclude that 0 :E Ann M= 0. q 
Note that when A4 is finite and faithful our result says that Hom(M, E) # 0 when- 
ever E is nonzero. (In particular, Hom(A4, R) # 0 if R is not trivial.) This case was 
proved by Gruson (using entirely different methods) in a joint paper [6] with 
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Raynaud. It is not hard to prove the general case from this one. But the argument 
we have given seems easier and more direct. 
Taking E = R = Z and M= Q shows that the result may fail if M is not finitely 
generated. 
3. Extension to Ext 
If M and E are finitely generated, R is Noetherian, and n 2 0, then it is a well- 
known fact that Ext’(M, E) = 0 for all is n if and only if Ext’(R/Ann M, E) = 0 for 
all is IZ. This appears, for example, as part of Theorem 28 in [4]. (The case E = R 
is contained in the early paper [7] of D. Rees.) In the theorem of the last section 
we established the case n = 0 of this, without having need for the requirement that 
E be finitely generated or that R be Noetherian. This leads one to ask if these re- 
quirements can be dropped for n>O. We show now that this is so. 
We need a fact about change of rings. Suppose we have a homomorphism R + S 
of commutative rings. Any S-module is then also an R-module. 
3.1. Lemma. Suppose M is an S-module, E is an R-module, and nr0. Suppose 
ExtjJS, E) = 0 for i< n. Then 
Ext;(M, E) = 
0 if i<n, 
Homs(M, Extg(S, E)) if i = n. 
Proof. This follows immediately from consideration of the spectral sequence 
E,pq = Ext,P(M, Ext;(S, E)) 7 Ext;(M, E), 
for which see, e.g., [8]. 0 
Let us note a special case. If M is an R-module then it is also a module over the 
ring R/AnnM. The lemma says that if Ext’(R/AnnM, E) =0 for i<n then 
Ext’(M, E) = 
0 if i<n, 
Hom 
R,Ann &l4, Ext”(R/Ann M, E)) if i = n. 
We observe that the above arguments go through, essentially without change, for 
noncommutative rings as well. 
3.2. Theorem. Suppose M and E are R-modules, with M finitely generated. Then, 
for every n 10, 
Ext’(M,E)=O for all isn e Ext’(R/Ann M,E) =0 for all isn. 
Proof. (t) This direction follows immediately from the special case of the lemma. 
(Here we do not actually need M finitely generated or R commutative.) 
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(a ) We argue by induction on n. The case n = 0 was the theorem of the previous 
section. Suppose n > 0 and Ext’(M,E) = 0 for all is n. And suppose the implication 
holds for integers less than n. This allows us to conclude that Ext’(R/Ann A4, E) = 0 
for all i<n. Then by the special case of the lemma we get 
Ext”(M,E) = HornR,*“” M(M, Ext”(R/Ann M, E)). 
The left-hand side of this equation is, by assumption, zero. And M is finite and 
faithful as a module over R/AnnM. So we conclude, by the case n =0, that 
Ext”(R/Ann A4, E) = 0. Since we already have Ext’(R/Ann A4, E) = 0 for i< rz, the 
proof is completed. 0 
In light of this theorem it is of interest to know when, given ideals Z and J and 
an integer nr0, 
Ext’(R/Z, E) = 0 for every is n * Ext’(R/J,E)=O for every irn. 
By an argument similar to that in the proof just given, it can be shown that this im- 
plication holds, for every R-module E, if and only if whenever a,, a2, . . . is a se- 
quence from Z there is an m > 0 such that al a2.. . a,,, E J. (This condition on Z and 
J is stronger than Zcfl but weaker than requiring that Z”‘CJ for some m>O. Of 
course if Z is finitely generated then these three conditions are equivalent.) Details 
can be found in the author’s thesis [9]. 
It should be noted that in the present generality we can not equate the largest n 
such that Ext’(R/Z, E) = 0 for all i< n with the length of a maximal E-regular se- 
quence in the ideal I. For instance it may be that Hom(R/Z, R) = 0 but that Zcontains 
no nonzerodivisor. This may occur even if Z is finitely generated. An example is 
given in [lo] where Z has a finite free resolution. And if we do not require Z to be 
finitely generated then it can happen that Hom(R/Z, R) = 0 but that 0 :R I0 # 0 for 
every finitely generated ideal I0 contained in I. For example, one could take R to 
be the ring k[~,,x~, . . . ]/{XiXj 1 i#j} for k a field and Z to be the ideal generated by 
the equivalence classes of the xi’s. 
4. Dual results 
For each of the results we have seen so far, one can consider the dual assertion 
obtained by replacing the contravariant functor Hom(-, E) by the covariant functor 
- BE, replacing Ext’(-, E) by Tori(-, E), and reversing arrows where appropriate. 
It so happens that in every case the dual assertion is true without any further hypo- 
thesis. Let us now state these dual results explicitly, beginning with the dual of 1.1. 
4.1. Suppose 4~ : M-r N is a homomorphism of R-modules and E is an R-module 
such that the map C$ Q E : A4 Q E + N @ E is surjective. Then 
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is surjective for every n 2 0. 
Note that since 0 :,I= 0 is equivalent to Hom(R/Z, E) = 0, the dual of the condi- 
tion 0 :E Z= 0 should be (R/Z) 0 E = 0, or equivalently, E= ZE. This leads us to for- 
mulate a dual to McCoy’s Theorem - our 1.2 - as follows: 
4.2. Zf A is an m x n matrix over R and E is an R-module, then the R-linear map 
E”‘E” Induced by A is surjective if and only if E =ZE, where Z is the ideal 
generated by the n x n minors of A. 
4.3. Zf M and E are R-modules, with M finitely generated, then M 0 E = 0 if and 
only if E = (Ann M)E. 
In particular if M is finite and faithful then M @ E # 0 whenever E # 0 (in this form 
the result has already been established by Gruson in [6]). Note that 4.3 is a general- 
ization of the familiar Nakayama lemma. Indeed letting E = R/Z, for Z an ideal, we 
get 
M=ZA4 N AnnM+Z=R, 
which is one form of that lemma. 
4.4. Suppose M and E are R-modules, with M finitely generated. Then, for each 
nz0, 
Tor,(M,E)=O for all iln es Tor;(R/AnnM,E)=O for all i<n. 
For the proofs of these dual assertions one can give arguments parallel to those 
used earlier. But one can also obtain these results as corollaries to the earlier ones 
by means of applying the contravariant functor Hom,(-,Q/Z), which is faithful 
and exact. As an example let us give such an argument for 4.3: 
M&E=0 H Hom,(M OR E, QLF) = 0 
ti Hom,(M, Hom,(E, Q/Z)) = 0 
# Hom,(R/Ann M, Homz(E, Q/77)) = 0 (by 2.1) 
# Hom,((R/Ann M) ORE, Q/Yl) = 0 
e (R/Ann M) OR E = 0 
H E = (Ann M)E. 
We should note that - with the exception of McCoy’s Theorem, which can be 
deduced from 4.2 - we can not reverse the arguments to obtain the earlier results 
from the present ones. 
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5. Dualizing a theorem of Buchsbaum and Eisenbud 
McCoy’s Theorem (see 1.2 above) is the rather trivial case IZ = 1 of the following 
theorem, which was proved for E finitely generated and R Noetherian by Buchsbaum 
and Eisenbud [l] and without these restrictions by Eagon and Northcott. (See [2] 
and Theorem 2 of Appendix B in [5].) 
5.1. Suppose O-F,,~F,P1- ... + Fl 2 F, is a complex of finite free R- 
modules and E is a nonzero R-module. Then the complex 
O-F,OE-rF,_,OE-t...-tF,OE-*F,OE 
is exact if and only if 
(i) depth(Z(@i, E), E) 2 i i=l n; , . . . . 
(ii) rank($, , E) = rank F, ; 
(iii) rank(@i, E) + rank(&+ 1, E) = rank F, i = 1, . . . , n - 1 G 
Let us explain the notation, which follows that of [S] except that depth is there 
termed ‘true grade’. If @ is a homomorphism of finite free R-modules and A is a 
matrix representing @, we denote by rank(@, E) the largest integer i such that some 
ix i minor of A does not kill E. (Here 0 x 0 minors are taken to be the identity.) 
We denote by I(@, E) the ideal of R generated by the rx r minors of A, where 
Y= rank(@, E). The number rank(@, E) and the ideal Z(@, E) do not depend on the 
choice of matrix representation for the map @. 
For any ideal J and module M we define 
depth(J,M) = lim d(J[x,, . . . ,x,],M[xI, . . . ,xn]), 
n-m 
where the xi’s are indeterminates, and where we use d(J, M) to denote the ‘classical’ 
depth of J relative to M, i.e., the supremum of the lengths of M-regular sequences 
in J. If R is Noetherian and E is finitely generated this notion of depth agrees with 
the classical one. 
In view of the results of the previous section, it should come as no surprise that 
there is a dual to this theorem as well. In order to present this in an agreeable way 
let us first consider an alternative definition of depth. If ZC R is a finitely generated 
ideal with, say, I= (a,, . . . , a,), one defines k(Z,E) to be the largest r such that the 
ith homology group of the Koszul complex K,(a,, . . . , a,,,; E) is zero for all i> m -r. 
This does not depend on the choice of generators for I. Moreover, if Jis also finitely 
generated and ZC J then k(Z, E) I k(J, E). Hence if ZC R is an arbitrary ideal one can 
define 
k(Z, E) = sup{k(Z’, E) 1 Z’CZ, I’ finitely generated). 
It is not hard to show that k(Z, E) = depth(Z, E). (A proof can be found in [3], where 
the notion of depth - as presently defined - was first introduced, under the name 
‘grade’. The requirement of ‘admissibility’ that appears there can be ignored.) For 
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our purposes the main virtue of this version of the definition is that it dualizes in 
a nicely symmetrical way. 
If I=@,, . ..) a,) we define codepth(Z,E) to be the largest r such that the ith 
homology group of the Koszul complex K,(a,, . . . , a, ; E) is zero for all i < r. Again 
this does not depend on the choice of generators, and if J is finitely generated and 
1C.l then codepth(Z,E)s codepth(.Z, E). This allows us to define, for an arbitrary 
ideal I, 
codepth(Z, E) = sup{ codepth(Z’, E) 1 I’ c I, I’ finitely generated}. 
The notion of codepth is primarily of interest when E is not finitely generated. In 
fact if E is finitely generated then codepth(Z,E) is either 03 or 0, depending as E 
equals or does not equal ZE. For if codepth(Z, E) > 0 then E = ZE, and so by Nakayama 
thereisana~Zanday~AnnEsuchthata+y=l.ButthenO-E~E-Ois 
exact, and so H;(K,(a; E)) = 0 for all i. 
Let us now give the dual to 5.1. 
5.2. Theorem. Suppose 0 -F,, 2 F,_ I ---+ a** + F, 2 F0 is a complex of finite 
free R-modules and E #O is an R-module. Then the cocomplex 
Hom(F,, E) + Hom(F,, E) --f ... + Hom(F,, E) + 0 
is exact if and only if 
(i) codepth(Z(@i, E), E) L i, i = 1, . . . , n; 
(ii) rank(@,, E) = rank F,; 
(iii) rank(@;, E) + rank(@;+ r, E) = rank F,, i = 1, . . . , n - 1. 
Proof. For any R-module M, let us use M* to denote Hom,(M,Q/B). The co- 
complex 
Hom(FO, E) + Hom(F,, E) + .a. + Hom(F,, E) -+ 0 
is exact if and only if 
0 + (Hom(F,, E))* --f ... + (Hom(F,, E))* + (Hom(F,, E))* 
is exact. But this complex is naturally isomorphic to 
O-F,OE*~F,~,OE*~.‘.jF,OE*jF,OE*. 
To finish the argument one now merely applies 5.1, taking note of the identities 
rank(@i, E”) = rank(Gi, E), 
depth(Z, E *) = codepth(Z, E). 
The last of these is a consequence of the fact that Homz(-,Q/L) is faithful and 
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exact and the fact that applying Hom,(-, Q/Z) to the complex K,(at, . . . , a, ; E) 
yields a complex isomorphic to K,(a,, . . . , a, ; E*). 0 
This theorem can be cast in a slightly different guise. 
5.3. Corollary. If F, 2 F1 - -‘. -F,,_, 2 F,, -+ 0 is a cocomplex of finite 
free R-modules and E is a nonzero R-module, then the cocomplex 
F,OE-tF,OE-t...-tF,~,OE-*F,OE-tO 
is exact if and only if the conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) of 5.2 hold. 
Proof. Consider the complex 
4% 91 
O-F;-FL_,-...-F;-F;, 
where we use M’to denote Hom,(M, R) and likewise for maps. Applying Hom(-, E) 
to this we obtain 
Hom(Fd, E) -+ Horn@‘;, E) + ... --f Hom(FA, E) + 0, 
which is naturally isomorphic to the cocomplex in question. So the result follows 
from 5.2 after noting that 
rank(@i, E) = rank(@;, E), 
I(@:, E) = I(@i, E), 
rank F; = rank Fi. 0 
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